A MEANS OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATION

HOW YOU CAN USE BUZZONE

BuZZone is an application that makes it easier for people to search
for new contacts and communicate using handheld devices, such as
Bluetooth PDAs and laptops. The system is empowered with Bluetooth
wireless technology that is becoming increasingly popular worldwide.
The name “BuZZone” is composed of two words: Buzz and Zone to give
you the main idea of the product.

BuZZone can be used in a variety of ways. It depends only on your
fantasy and creativity. Below there are only a few most typical examples
of how and where to use BuZZone:

KEY FEATURES
BuZZone offers several important and distinct advantages that make
wireless communication more convenient and fascinating. The following
key features underlie the BuZZone concept:
 Regular proﬁle search

Each BuZZone user can create two types of proﬁles: his/her
personal proﬁle that includes the name, age, and photo, and a
proﬁle with the search criteria for potential contacts.
A regularly performed search that usually takes less than a minute
displays a list of people located nearby whose proﬁles match your
search criteria and are available for chat. You can immediately view
the proﬁles of those people.

 Text chat

BuZZone allows users to send and receive text messages that are
instantaneously delivered. A user-friendly interface facilitates typing
and viewing text messages. The number of simultaneous sessions
is unlimited.

 Voice messages

You may avoid typing text messages by sending voice messages.
BuZZone records and sends 15 sec voice messages and stores the
last voice messages in the history.

 Phone

If two speakers want to continue their dialog, they can switch
their BuZZone to phone mode. The quality of BuZZone phone
communication is the same as that of your cell phone but it is
absolutely free of charge.

 Forums

BuZZone users can organize forums: start topics and post
messages. BuZZone broadcasts messages through intermediate
devices, thus extending the Bluetooth coverage area.
Every user can subscribe to forums of interest or start his/her own
forum, start new topics and post messages. With BuZZone-based
forums, everyone can easily broadcast news, announce events,
start discussions, advertise products or services.
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When you want to make a romantic contact with a hot girl/guy
Imagine that you are a young man spending time in a cafeteria or club
full of attractive girls and women but you are too shy to start talking to
them. Using BuZZone, you can easily start a conversation with the girl
you liked most, preparing yourself for further actions.
When you have much time and nothing to do
Not only single young people may want to make contacts with
women. Everyone has been in a situation when he/she had to wait for
something, for example, a ﬂight or a bus for long hours. If your ﬂight
has been delayed, use your BuZZone to start talking with a person who
is also waiting for this ﬂight. If everything goes right, you can keep on
chatting during the ﬂight even if your seats are in different cabins.
When personal conversations are inappropriate . . .
Everyone who has ever been at meetings or conferences knows well
how boring can be a long-hour presentation: If you start talking to your
colleagues, it will sound at least impolite. BuZZone seems to be the best
solution! Why don’t you press a few keys to initiate a talk to a bored
colleague about a yesterday’s soccer match?
Or prohibited
Each of us had to pass many examinations and tests. Sometimes, when
you need a hand of your mate, BuZZone will solve all your problems!
Send your question to the mate who is out of the room and receive the
right answer immediately. Make sure that the professor is not using
BuZZone at the time.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Find more technical details about BuZZone at http://www.buzzone.net. The general parameters of the product are the following:
Devices

Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and laptops

Operating systems / Platforms

Pocket PC 2002/2003 and Windows 2000/XP

Bluetooth modules

Embedded, USB, Compact Flash, PC Card

Range

About 30 meters.
Unlimited when communicating via forums.

Without going into technical details, note that BuZZone is designed for most popular devices and runs under all popular operating systems, enabling
the majority of users to enjoy its extended functionality.

SUMMARY
BuZZone is a new solution for wireless communication based on the advanced Bluetooth wireless technology. BuZZone offers several important
and distinct advantages over other types of wireless communication:
 An advanced proﬁle-based search for potential contacts located nearby
 An ability to search and communicate outside the visible area
 Communication modes: text chat, voice messages and free of charge phone mode
 Forums extending the Bluetooth coverage area
 Intuitive user interface
 Unlimited number of simultaneously interacting devices
 An easy-to-use solution independent of cellular service providers and access points
 Free of charge communication

HOW TO FIND BUZZONE
BuZZone is designed by Bacup IT.
Contact information:
Address

Krasny Prospect 157/1 p.o. box 5, Novosibirsk, 630049, Russia

Phone / Fax

+7 3832 272406, +7 3832 272718

Website

http://www.buzzone.net
http://www.bacup-it.com

Main contact

info@buzzone.net

Bacup IT welcomes any suggestions or comments regarding the improvement, implementation, and promotion of BuZZone.
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